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Incentive effect of structural tax reduction policy
on consumption upgrading and high-tech industry

Yan Miaoa, Zheng Lib and Zhonglin Baib

aSchool of Economics, Tianjin Normal University, Tianjin, China; bSchool of Statistics,
Tianjin University of Finance and Economics, Tianjin, China

ABSTRACT
China is implementing a structural tax reduction policy to
upgrade the structure of household consumption and promote
the development of high-tech industry. This article constructs a
heterogeneous NK-DSGE (New Keynesian - Dynamic Stochastic
General Equilibrium) model to study the effects of tax reduction
policies on consumption upgrading and the development of
high-tech industry. The tax categories involved in this model are
divided into demand-side tax and supply-side tax. We build two
indexes to measure the consumption structure and the develop-
ment of high-tech industry. It is found that reducing high-tech
enterprise income tax would upgrade the consumption structure
and promote the development of high-tech industries in the short
term. Reducing low-tech enterprise income tax would achieve
similar effects in the medium and long term. Moreover, tax such
as consumption tax, labour income tax and capital income tax
reduction policies can upgrade the consumption structure and
promote the development of high-tech industry in the long term.
Finally, this article finds that when the elasticity of labour substi-
tution is smaller, reducing high-tech enterprise income tax is
more effective.
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1. Introduction

In China, with the intrinsic motivation and exogenous policy shocks on the demand
side, the consumption of residents has gradually changed from subsistence to quality
service. Meanwhile, the upgrading of consumption structure has created a structural
‘gap’ and ‘shortfall’ of high-tech goods, thus promoting the development of high-tech
industry. Moreover, the technology spillover effect of high-tech industry can improve
the technology of the whole society, thus improving the supply quality to meet the
increasing consumer demand of the residents (Sun & Xu, 2018). It can be seen that a
country’s consumption upgrading and industrial structure upgrading have an inter-
active endogenous decision mechanism, which are important intermediate targets for
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inferring economic development. In order to promote China’s economic growth, the
government officially proposed to cut taxes and fees since 2015, and reduced the tax
burden by a total of 2.05 trillion yuan (around 302.6 billion dollars) from 2016 to
2018. According to the 2019 Government Work Report released by China, the tax
reform should further reduce the corporate tax and social security contributions by
nearly 2 trillion yuan (around 289.9 billion dollars). In 2019, the reduced tax burden
accounted for 12.6% of China’s total tax revenue.

Deepening institutional reform is an important driving force for the effective co-
evolution of supply and demand, and it is the basic reason for the sustained eco-
nomic growth (Huang, 2015). Therefore, it is necessary to conduct an in-depth study
on how the structural tax reduction policy promotes the coordinated development
and common upgrading of the consumer and industrial structure.

This article studies the incentive effect of structural tax reduction policy on
consumption upgrading and high-tech industry. We will seek to provide answers
to the following questions. How to give full play to the demand-side tax reduc-
tion policy to release the consumption potential of residents and then force the
development of China’s high-tech industry? How to stimulate the development of
high-tech industry and upgrade the product supply structure through the supply-
side tax reduction policy and then promote the advanced consumption structure
of residents? Moreover, we will also assess the macroeconomic fluctuations
quantitatively.

However, the effects of macro-control policies on the upgrading of consumption
structure and the upgrading of industrial structure may not be consistent, so the
choice of economic policies on both sides of supply and demand is the core issue of
macro-control. In particular, in view of the marginal diminishing effect of China’s
monetary macro-control policy recently, it is necessary to play the role of fiscal pol-
icy, especially to the advantages of tax policy in structural management to solve the
‘mismatch of supply and demand’ in the final consumer goods market. The existing
literature either studies the resident wealth effect of the fiscal policy to promote the
consumption structure upgrading (Babeck�y et al., 2019), or investigates the innovative
incentive effect of fiscal policy to drive the development of high-tech industry as well
as guide the upgrading of industrial structure.

In this article, we establish a DSGE model containing household heterogeneous
consumption, labour, investment, and technology heterogeneity at the macroeco-
nomic level and study the effects of taxation policy on residents’ consumption struc-
ture upgrading and the development of high-tech industry. Moreover, the model
subdivides tax into demand-side tax policies for consumption tax, labour income tax
and capital income tax, and supply-side tax policies for high-tech enterprise income
tax and low-tech enterprise income tax. On the one hand, the influence mechanism
and transmission path of structural tax reduction policies on household consumption
upgrading and the development of high-tech industry are revealed. On the other
hand, theoretical basis and quantitative reference are provided for promoting the
coordinated upgrading of consumption structure and industrial structure.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 is a literature review.
Section 3 describes the theoretical model and explains the parameters calibration used
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China’s actual economic data. Section 4 discusses the effect of tax reduction policies
and Section 5 presents conclusion.

2. Literature Review

The implementation of macroeconomic policies will inevitably influence the decision-
making and choice at the micro level, which is reflected in the changes in residents’
consumption and optimal decision-making of enterprise production. Scholars have
studied the effects of fiscal policy, the upgrading of household consumption structure,
and the upgrading of industrial structure from different perspectives. By reviewing
the literature, it can be found that: (1) The analysis of the macroeconomic effects of
fiscal policies mainly focus on the impact of fiscal expenditure policies and fiscal rev-
enue policies on macroeconomic variables such as total consumption and total out-
put; (2) Research on the upgrading of residents’ consumption structure based on
micro-data to examine the impact of residents’ income changes on consumption deci-
sion-making; and (3) Research on the development of high-tech industry generally
analyzes the path of industrial upgrading from the perspectives of industrial policy
and technological innovation capabilities. According to the objectives of this article,
we summarize the literature about the impact of fiscal policy on household consump-
tion and the development of high-tech industry.

The existing research on the impact of fiscal policy on residents’ consumption
mainly focuses on the impact of fiscal expenditure policy and fiscal revenue policy on
residents’ consumption decision-making. For example, Huang (2005) developed a
three-sector real economic cycle model by taking government expenditure as an
exogenous random shock, and confirmed government expenditure has crowding-out
effect on residents’ consumption. When the government finance according to the pro-
portional interest rate, government expenditure has crowding-out effect on residents’
consumption (Mountford & Uhlig, 2009). Meanwhile, fiscal revenue policy also
affects private consumption; the government’s total taxation has significant stimulus
effects on total output and consumption (Gali et al., 2007). Capital income tax has
crowding-out effects on private consumption. Labour income tax and consumption
tax have crowding-out effects on private consumption (Fodio et al., 2020; Iwata,
2011). Takyi and Gonzalez (2020) applied the model to examine the effects of govern-
ment spending, consumption tax, and labour income tax shocks on household con-
sumption. They argued that increasing government spending has positive effects on
consumption, output, employment and inflation while it turns to crowd-out con-
sumption and to dampen the expansionary effect on output when wages are sticky.
Djinkpo, (2019) applied a DSGE model with the fiscal sector to analyse the contribu-
tion of government expenditure on aggregate demand, who also analyzed the impact
of tax on domestic debt.

At the same time, scholars have also noticed the effect of fiscal policy on the devel-
opment of high-tech industry and the upgrading of industrial structure. For example,
Zhang and Gao (2012) constructed a CGE model of high-tech industry and found
that both fiscal and tax incentives can improve the value-added rate of high-tech
industry and optimizing the internal structure, and tax incentives have even more
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effective effects. Cappelen et al. (2012) pointed out that the government will adopt
tax policies to make up for the R&D expenditures of enterprises, increase the
income of private enterprises, mobilize the enthusiasm of enterprises for innov-
ation. Meanwhile, Cernikova and Hyblerova (2021) agreed that tax support will
help increase R&D outputs generated by companies and measured its impact. Su
and Fan (2021) provided evidence that there is a significant positive correlation
between Chinese income tax preference and R&D investment of high-tech enter-
prises. Lokshin and Mohnen, (2013) concluded that there is a positive correlation
between preferential tax policies and the wage level of scientific innovation per-
sonnel. The preferential tax policies make enterprise managers willing to pay
higher wages for R&D work, which is conducive to the improvement of innovation
and technology.

In fact, researchers have paid attention to the equilibrium relationship and inter-
action mechanism between the consumption structure and the industrial structure.
For example, According to Sun and Xu, (2018), the transformation direction of con-
sumption structure in developing countries mainly depends on the independent
innovation effect of the innovation product sector and the difference in technology
absorption effects of the basic product sector. Balibago et al. (2013) believed that
China produces and exports more and more capital goods and consumer durables, so
China’s industrial structure is transforming rapidly. Alcott, (2015) argued that manu-
facturing growth and structural transformation are the sources of economic develop-
ment and have a positive impact on the upgrading of residents’ consumption
structure. Zhang et al. (2020) found that the increase in Chinese residents’ high-tech
consumption in the world is the driving force for the upgrading of industrial struc-
ture. There is a statistically significant positive correlation between Chinese residents’
consumption and industrial structure.

In summary, the existing literature either studies the resident wealth effect of the
fiscal policy to promote the consumption structure upgrading, or investigates the
innovative incentive effect of fiscal policy to drive high-tech industry development
and guide industrial structure upgrading. As for the research methods, the existing
research mainly examines the fiscal policy effects of total consumption and total out-
put based on structural macro-econometric models (such as SVAR model, simultan-
eous equations model and DSGE model). In recent years, the heterogeneous
characterization and policy subdivision of agents in DSGE model has become the
frontier of improving the DSGE model, such as Zwick and Mahon (2017) and Takyi
and Gonzalez, (2020), the purpose of which is to study the influence of different pol-
icy tools on the optimal decision-making of residents and enterprises with different
characteristics.

This article establishes a DSGE model containing household heterogeneous con-
sumption, labour, investment and technology heterogeneity at the macroeconomic
level, and studies the effects of taxation policy on residents’ consumption structure
upgrading and high-tech industry development. Moreover, the model subdivides tax
into demand-side tax policies for consumption tax, labour income tax and capital
income tax, and supply-side tax policies for income tax of differentiated enterprises
including high-tech enterprises and low-tech enterprises.
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3. Source of Data and Methodology

3.1. Model

In this section, we derive and present the DSGE model that we will estimate in Section
3.2. In order to study effect of tax policy on the residents’ consumption structure
upgrading and the development of high-tech industry, we distinguish the family het-
erogeneity consumption, labour and investment, and NK-DSGE model1 containing het-
erogeneous technology and output was constructed based on typical features of the
Chinese economy. In general, our model economy consists of a representative house-
hold, a final goods producing firm, a continuum of goods producing firms, and a
monetary as well as a fiscal authority. Households maximize a utility function with
goods (or products) and leisure (or labour) over an infinite life horizon. The consump-
tion of representative households consists of high-tech products and low-tech products.
Firms produce differentiated goods, decide on labour and capital inputs, and set prices
according to the Calvo (1983) model. The manufacturer department sets up high-tech
manufacturers and low-tech manufacturers. High-tech products are produced by high-
tech manufacturers, and low-tech products are produced by low-tech manufacturers.
At the same time, representative households provide different types of labour to the
two types of manufacturers. This article describes the consumption structure and
industrial structure by setting the heterogeneity of residents’ consumption, labour and
manufacturer sectors. We introduce distortionary taxes including consumption tax,
labour income tax, capital income tax, and income tax for high-tech enterprises and
low-tech enterprises. Also, we introduce a fiscal authority (government) who collects
those taxes from the households and issues debt to finance its expenditures.

We expect to clarify the economic mechanism of structural tax reduction policy
promoting the upgrading of consumption structure and the development of high-tech
industry, and provide reference for the coordination and collocation of tax policies in
China. First of all, household consumptions that are heterogeneous into high, low-tech
product consumption provide the basis for describing the characterization of household
consumption structure. We differentiate heterogeneous manufacturers from production
technology and income tax rate level to depict the output level of China’s high-tech
industry and low-technology industry. Second, the tax policy of fiscal revenue can dis-
tinguish the effects of policy from the perspectives of the demand side (consumption
tax, labour income tax and capital income tax) and the supply side (differentiated cor-
porate income tax between high-tech enterprises and low-tech enterprises).

3.1.1. Households
Assuming that the economic system contains countless homogeneous families that
can survive infinite periods, the utility of representative families in period t (U)
depends on their consumption Ct and labour supply Nt.

U ¼ E0
X1
t¼0

bt
Ct

1�rc

1� rc
� Nt

1þrn

1þ rn

� �
(1)

The parameters rc>0, rn � 0 are the risk aversion coefficient of consumption
and the reciprocal of Frisch Elasticity of Labour, respectively. We assume that total of
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household consumption is summed up by the consumption of high-tech products
and low-technology products in the form of CES

Ct ¼ a
1
b1
1 � C1� 1

b1
Ht þ 1� a1ð Þ 1

b1 � C1� 1
b1

Lt

h i b1
b1�1

(2)

The composite labour supply Nt is composed of NHt and NLt:

Nt ¼ N1þg
Ht þ N1þg

Lt

� � 1
1þg

(3)

where NHt and NLt represent the labour provided by households for high-tech and
low-tech production sectors, respectively. g represents the elasticity of labour substi-
tution between two production sectors and reflects the heterogeneity of labour
demand of different technology enterprises.

The household’s budget constraint is

1þ sct
� �

PtCt þ PtðIHt þ ILtÞ þ Btþ1

Rt
¼ Bt þ ðWHtNHt þWLtNLtð 1� snt

� �
þ ðrHtKHt þ rLtKLtð 1� skt

� �
(4)

where IHt and ILt represent the actual investment of the families in the high-tech
enterprise and the low-tech enterprise in period t, respectively; KHt and KLt represent
the capital stock of the high-tech and low-technology enterprises in period t, respect-
ively; rHt and rLt represent the nominal capital prices of the high-tech and low-tech-
nology enterprises, respectively; Bt represents government bond purchased by
households; Rt is the rate of return on government bond. WHt and WLt represent the
nominal wages of the high-tech and low-tech enterprises, respectively; Pt is the gen-
eral price level; sct , s

n
t and skt represent consumption tax, labour income tax, capital

income tax in period t, respectively.
The law of motion of capital2 of the two production sectors are given by:

KHtþ1 ¼ ð1�dHÞKHt þ IHt (5)

KLtþ1 ¼ ð1�dLÞKLt þ ILt (6)

where dH and dL are the capital depreciation rates of high-tech production sector and
low-technology production sector. This article assumes dH ¼ dL: The goal of the
household is to maximize utility Equation (1) subject to the budget constraint
Equation (4), the summation rule of Ct and Nt Equations (2, 3) and the law of
motion of capital Equations (5, 6).

The household’s total consumption expenditure

CtPt ¼ CHt � PHt þ CLt � PLt (7)
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PHt and PLt represent the prices of high-tech products and low-tech products
determined by the optimal production decision of the manufacturer department.
Therefore, on the premise of a given household optimal total consumption path, the
total price level can be obtained by solving the problem of total consumption expend-
iture minimization

Pt ¼ a1 � P1�b1
Ht þ 1� a1ð Þ � P1�b1

Lt

h i 1
1�b1

(8)

where a1 is the proportion of the consumption of high-tech products in the total
consumption that reflects the preference degree of families for high-tech products. b1
is the elasticity of substitution between high-tech products and low-tech products.

3.1.2. Firms
In order to study the impact of heterogeneous tax policies on the upgrading of house-
hold consumption structure and the development of high-tech industry, this article
uses Wang and Xu (2018) for reference to set up final good producers (retail) and
intermediate goods producers (wholesale), respectively, with the characteristics of
dual economy.

3.1.2.1. Final good producers. We suppose that the high-tech final good producer
(low-tech final good producer) buys high-tech intermediate product YHtðjÞ (low-tech
intermediate product YLtðjÞ) at the price PHtðjÞ (PLtðjÞ) to produce homogeneous
high-tech final product (low-tech final product). Then, in two perfectly competitive
final product markets, households buy high-tech and low-tech products at prices PHt
and PLt to meet demand. And the production function of high-tech final good produ-
cer and low-tech final good producer are given by:

YHt ¼
ð1
0
Y

eH�1
eH

Ht ðjÞdj
 !eH�1

eH

ðeH>1Þ (9)

YLt ¼
ð1
0
Y

eL�1
eL

Lt ðjÞdj
 !eL�1

eL

ðeL>1Þ (10)

eH and eL are the elasticity of substitution between high-technology intermediates
and the elasticity of substitution between low technology intermediates, respectively.

High-tech final good producers maximize their profits under the constraint of pro-
duction technology Equation (9). Low-tech final good producers maximize their prof-
its under the constraint of production technology Equation (10)

max PHtYHt �
ð1
0
PHtðjÞYHtðjÞdj

" #
(11)
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max PLtYLt �
ð1
0
PLtðjÞYLtðjÞdj

" #
(12)

According to the first-order condition, the demand function and the price function
of the high-tech and low-tech final product can be obtained, respectively,

YHtðjÞ ¼ YHt
PHt

PHtðjÞ
� 	eH

(13)

PHt ¼
ð1
0

PHtðjÞ

 �1�eHdj

" # 1
1�eH

(14)

YLtðjÞ ¼ YLt
PLt

PLtðjÞ
� 	eL

(15)

PLt ¼
ð1
0

PLtðjÞ

 �1�eLdj

" # 1
1�eL

(16)

3.1.2.2. Intermediate goods producers. In order to consider the heterogeneity and
monopoly of production technology between high-tech intermediate products and
low-technology intermediate products, the production function of high-tech and low-
tech intermediate goods producers are set as Cobb-Douglas type function

YHtðjÞ ¼ AHtK
c1
HtðjÞN1�c1

Ht ðjÞ (17)

YLtðjÞ ¼ ALtK
c2
Lt ðjÞN1�c2

Lt ðjÞ (18)

c1 and c2 are the capital elasticity of output of high-tech enterprises and low-tech
enterprises.

The total production cost of high-tech intermediate goods producers is the pay-
ment to labour and capital:

WHtNHtðjÞ þ rHtKHtðjÞ (19)

Producers minimize production costs under the constraint of production technol-
ogy Equation (17). Wage rate and marginal rate of return on capital are obtained
from the first-order conditions of firm optimal decision

WHt ¼ kHtð1�c1Þ
YHtðjÞ
NHtðjÞ (20)
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rHt ¼ kHtc1
YHtðjÞ
KHtðjÞ (21)

From Equations (20) and (21), we arrive at:

WHt

rHt
¼ 1�c1

c1

KHtðjÞ
NHtðjÞ (22)

We can get the following equation by combining Equations (17) and (22)

KHtðjÞ ¼ YHtðjÞ
AHt

c1
1� c1

WHt

rHt

� 	1�c1
(23)

NHtðjÞ ¼ YHtðjÞ
AHt

c1
1� c1

WHt

rHt

� 	�c1
(24)

In addition, for the high-tech intermediate goods producers with pricing power,
the price of its product in period t is determined according to the maximization of
its profit. The profit maximization is solved under the conditions of Equations (13)
(20) and (21)

max ð1� sHt ÞPHtðjÞYHtðjÞ � WHtNHtðjÞ � rHtKHtðjÞ

 �

(25)

sHt is high-tech enterprise income tax. Thus, the first order condition can be
obtained

kHt ¼ eHt�1
eHt

PHtðjÞð1�sHt Þ (26)

And, it can be obtained by substituting Equation (26) into Equations (20) and (21)

WHt

PHt
¼ eH�1

eH
ð1�c1Þð1�sHt Þ

YHt

NHt
(27)

rHt
PHt

¼ eH�1
eH

c1ð1�sHt Þ
YHt

KHt
(28)

According to Calvo (1983) pricing rule, it is assumed that high-tech intermediate
goods producers with a ratio of 1-h can choose the price of their good in each period.
The remaining producers of high-tech intermediate goods (ratio of h) maintain the
price level of the previous period.

Therefore, the high-tech intermediate goods producer j that has the pricing power
in period t and do not adjust the price in the future are based on the expectation of
maximizing the discount of their future profits
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maxEt
X1
i¼0

ðbhÞi P�
HtðjÞYHtþiðjÞð1� sHtþiÞ � PHtþirHtþiKHtþiðjÞ � PHtþiWHtþiNHtþiðjÞ

h i
(29)

P�
HtðjÞ is the price of high-tech intermediate products, and it is determined by the

first-order condition

P�
HtðjÞ ¼

eH
eH � 1

Et
X1

i¼0
ðbhÞiYHtþiðjÞ PHtþiWHtþi

AHtþið1� c1Þ
ð1�c1

c1
Þ rHtþi

WHtþi

� �c1
Et
X1

i¼0
ðbhÞiYHtþiðjÞð1� sHtþiÞ

(30)

Under the above setting, the price level of high-tech products is

PHt ¼ hP1�eH
H, t�1 þ ð1� hÞðP�

H, tÞ1�eH
h i 1

1�eH (31)

Furthermore, the New Keynesian Phillips curve of high-tech production sector can
be obtained according to the log-linearization of Equations (30)–(31).

~pHt ¼ b~pHtþ1 þ ð1�hÞð1�bhÞ
h

ð1� c1Þ ~WHt � ~AHt þ c1~rHt � ~sHt

 �

(32)

The production decision-making and price setting of low-tech intermediate goods
producers are similar to that of high-tech intermediate goods producers mentioned
above. We will get the production decision derivation of low-tech intermediate goods
producers similar to Equations (20)–(28). Similarly, assuming that low-tech inter-
mediate goods producers with a ratio of 1-h have the pricing right in each period,
the optimal pricing of low-tech intermediate goods producers with adjustable prices
in period t can be obtained

P�
LtðjÞ ¼

eL
eL � 1

Et
X1

i¼0
ðbhÞiYLtþiðjÞ PLtþiWLtþi

ALtþið1� c2Þ
ð1�c2

c2
Þ rLtþi

WLtþi

� �c2
Et
X1

i¼0
ðbhÞiYLtþiðjÞð1� sLtþiÞ

(33)

The price level of low-tech products is

PLt ¼ hP1�eL
Lt�1 þ ð1� hÞðP�

LtÞ1�eL
h i 1

1�eL (34)

We can similarly obtain the New Keynesian Phillips curve of low-tech production
sector

~pLt ¼ b~pLtþ1 þ ð1�hÞð1�bhÞ
h

ð1� c2Þ ~WLt � ~ALt þ c2~rLt � ~sLt

 �

(35)
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Finally, the inflation level of the economic system is

p̂t ¼ a1p̂Ht þ ð1�a1Þp̂Lt (36)

3.1.3. Government and monetary authority
The income of the government comes from taxes st and bonds Bt: Gt represents gov-
ernment purchases. Therefore, the budget constraints faced by the government are as
follows

st þ Btþ1

Rt
�Bt ¼ PtGt (37)

where the total tax is the sum of the demand-side tax and the supply-side tax. The
demand-side tax includes consumption tax, labour income tax and capital income
tax. The supply-side tax includes high-tech enterprise income tax and low-tech enter-
prise income tax.

st ¼ WHtNHt þWLtNLtð Þsnt þ rHtKHt þ rLtKLtð Þskt þ PtCts
c
t þ PHtYHts

H
t þ PLtYLts

L
t

(38)

In order to achieve the dual goals of promoting economic growth and stabilizing
inflation, monetary policy is represented by a generalized Taylor (1993) rule of the
form

~Rt ¼ qR~Rt�1 þ 1� qRð Þ qp~pt þ qy~yt
� �

(39)

where qR is the smoothing parameter of interest rate, qp is the sensitivity coefficient
of interest rate relative to inflation, and qy is the sensitivity coefficient of interest rate
relative to output.

3.1.4. Market clearing conditions
General equilibrium requires all agents to achieve objective function optimization
under resource constraints and finally achieve market clearing. Market clearing condi-
tion is the total output is the sum of the weighted output of the two production sec-
tors and the government purchases.

Yt ¼ YHt
PHt
Pt

þ YLt
PLt
Pt

þ Gt (40)

3.1.5. Indicators of household consumption structure and development of high-
tech industry
In order to reflect the tax policies to promote the upgrading of household consump-
tion and promote the development of high-tech industry, we not only analyse the
dynamic response of residents’ consumption of high-tech products and output of
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high-tech enterprises to external shocks, but also construct the relative change index
of consumption upgrading and the development of high-tech industry

CSt ¼ CHt

Ct
(41)

YSt ¼ YHt

Yt
(42)

The indexes do not reflect economic transmission mechanism, but only describe
the response of relevant endogenous variables in the model to tax reduction. In this
article, CSt and YSt are defined as ‘consumption structure index’ and ‘high-tech
industry development index’, respectively. Obviously, CSt is the positive deviation
from steady-state and reflects the increase in the proportion of high-tech products
consumed in total consumption, while YSt is the positive deviation from steady-state
and reflects the increase in the proportion of high-tech enterprises’ output in total
output. Therefore, they respectively depict the changes of consumption structure and
the industrial structure guided by the development of high-tech industry. On the
demand-side, the tax reduction policy (consumption tax, labour income tax and cap-
ital income tax) directly influences the consumption choice of residents and changes
the consumption structure through the total wealth path of residents on the demand
side. At the same time, the change of labour supply and investment will affect the
supply-side, and then affect the output of high-tech enterprises and the structure of
product supplying. The tax reduction policy of supply-side tax (high-tech enterprise
income tax and low technology enterprise income tax) directly affects the output and
price addition of the enterprise on the supply side, and finally changes the structure
of product supplying. At the same time, the choice of factors of production has an
indirect impact on residents’ labour, investment, consumption and consump-
tion structure.

3.2. Parameter calibration and estimation

In order to make the model reflect the basic characteristics of China’s actual eco-
nomic operation, this article adopts the method of parameter calibration to solve the
model according to the standard solution steps of DSGE model. Some of the parame-
ters are assigned with reference to relevant empirical literature, while the other part is
calculated with China’s actual economic data.

In this article, the form of utility function of household sector is similar to that
used in the classic literature of relevant domestic studies. We can refer to Kang and
Gong (2014) and set the discount factor b at 0.99. Referring to the research of Wang
and Tian (2014), the quarterly capital depreciation rate in steady state d was cali-
brated to 0.025. We refer to Liu (2008) and set the consumption risk aversion coeffi-
cient rc at 2 and the reciprocal of the Frisch Elasticity of Labour rn at 1.5.

According to the estimation results of Lifeng Chen (2017), eH and eL are set at
5.12 and 6.19, g and b1 are calibrated at 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. Since high-tech
enterprises are more dependent on capital, while low-tech enterprises are more
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labour-intensive, this article calibrates the capital-output elasticity of high-tech manu-
facturers and low-tech manufacturers at 0.6 and 0.4, respectively. According to Xu
et al. (2010), the parameter of price stickiness h is set at 0.75. According to the
research of Bin Liu (2008), the values of qR, qp, and qy were set at 0.95, 0.7 and 0.5,
respectively.

According to 《China Statistics Yearbook on High Technology Industry》 (2016),
special equipment manufacturing, transportation equipment manufacturing, com-
puter, communication and other electronic equipment manufacturing and instrument
manufacturing are set as high-tech industry, while other industries are set as low
technology industries. We use the input-output table of China to get the consumption
data of various industries in each year, the final calculation shows that the proportion
of the consumption of high-tech products in the total consumption a1 is 0.124. The
part of individual income tax levied on labour income is represented as labour
income tax income; Consumption tax revenue is represented by the portion of con-
sumption tax levied on consumption by tariff, value-added tax and business tax; The
capital income tax revenue is the sum of land use tax, property tax, vehicle purchase
tax, urban maintenance and construction tax, value-added tax and individual income
tax. The effective tax rates of China’s consumption, labour and capital income from
1997 to 2015 are calculated, and the mean of each effective tax rate is taken as the
steady-state value of each tax in the model .Thus, we get steady state of consumption
tax rate scss ¼ 0:0937, labour income tax rate snss ¼ 0:0391 and capital income tax rate
skss ¼ 0:1771: In addition, according to 《Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People’s
Republic of China》 (2007), the enterprise income tax rate is 25%, and the income
tax rate of high-tech enterprises is reduced to 15%.

4. Results

We consider the trend of Chinese policy is implementing active fiscal policy and
combining with structural tax reduction to promote the development of economy.
On this basis, it simulates the dynamic impact of the tax reduction policies of con-
sumption tax, labour income tax, capital income tax, high-tech enterprise income tax
and low-tech enterprise income tax. At the same time, this article examines the influ-
ence of policies on the consumption decision-making of residents, employment,
investment, the allocation of corporate resources, and the price setting. Besides, it
analyzes the dynamic changes of consumption structure index and the development
index of high-tech industry. In general, the following are the responses of consumers,
producers and economic structures (consumption structure: CSt and industrial struc-
ture: YSt) to the tax reduction policies.

4.1. Analysis of the effects of consumption tax reduction

As shown in Figure 1, the reduction of consumption tax in the short term is condu-
cive to stimulating consumption and promoting the upgrading of consumption struc-
ture, but it is not favorable to the increase in output. In the short term, the
development of high-tech industry can be boosted. For one thing, the reduction of
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consumption tax rate has a positive wealth effect on residents. To be specific, the resi-
dents will increase the consumption of high-tech products and low-tech products.
Besides, high-tech products with high technological level and high value-added are
more popular among consumers. The decrease of consumption tax rate promotes the
upgrading of residents’ consumption structure. What’s more, the increase in house-
hold consumption has a crowding-out effect on investment. Under the condition that
the elements can be replaced, the total employment demand will increase. However,
due to the large labour demand and low employment threshold of low-tech enter-
prises, they are easy to obtain more labour supply. In the short run, the capital sub-
stitution of high-tech enterprises is relatively low, and the sharp decrease of
investment may lead to the net outflow of labour. As a result, the output of high-tech
enterprises and low-tech enterprises will drop. In addition, the inhibitory effect of the
consumption tax reduction policy on the output of high-tech enterprises is higher
than that on the output of low-tech enterprises, resulting in the decline of the total
social output. Since the decline degree of high-tech industry output is lower than that
of total output, the indicators to measure the development of high-tech industry will
rise in a short period. Nevertheless, with the gradual rise of the total output, the
development indicators of high-tech industry will fall back to be slightly lower than
the steady-state level.

Figure 1. Response to the impacts of consumption tax reduction.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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4.2. Analysis of the effects of capital income tax reduction

As displayed in Figure 2, the capital income tax reduction policy can significantly pro-
mote investment from the second quarter. Particularly, the medium and long-term
effect on investment in high-tech enterprises is more significant. With the coordinated
growth of capital and labour force, the output of high-tech enterprises continues to
grow steadily. However, due to the lag of consumption inertia and income expectation,
the reduction of capital income tax has only a weak stimulating effect on the consump-
tion of high-tech products and the upgrading of consumption structure. Beyond that,
there will be some negative effects in the short and medium term. Therefore, in the
choice of capital income tax reduction policy, it is essential to weigh its effects on con-
sumption structure upgrading and output growth of high-tech industry.

4.3. Analysis of the effects of labour income tax reduction

As indicated in Figure 3, the labour income tax reduction is conductive to expanding
employment, increasing low-tech labour supply, driving the growth of investment,
and promoting the growth of total output. In particular, the growth effect of low-tech
industry is significantly higher than that of high-tech industry. In the long term, the

Figure 2. Response to the impacts of capital income tax reduction.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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reduction of labour income tax can promote the total consumption, yet the short-
term positive policy effect is lower than that of consumption tax. The reduction of
labour income tax has promotion effect on the upgrading of consumption structure
in the first phase. However, it then becomes negative. Due to the flow of labour to
high-tech enterprises in the medium and long term, high-tech enterprises need more
investment. Since the increase in private investment in high-tech enterprises has
squeezed out the consumption of high-tech products, the reduction of labour income
tax will not greatly influence the upgrading of consumption structure. Nevertheless,
the reduction of labour income tax can promote the consumption structure to a cer-
tain extent in the long term. On the other hand, the policy of labour income tax
reduction boosts the development of high-tech industry.

4.4. Analysis of the effects of income tax reduction for high-tech enterprises

As shown in Figure 4, reducing high-tech enterprise income tax increases the profits
of high-tech enterprises, transfers the risks of innovation investment of enterprises,
drives the expansion of investment scale of high-tech enterprises, and promotes the
innovation activities of enterprises (Eberhart et al., 2008). Overall, it is conducive to

Figure 3. Response to the impacts of labour income tax reduction.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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the upgrading of industrial structure. In the short term, the labour flows from low-
tech enterprises to high-tech enterprises, so that the output growth of high-tech
industry can be achieved. According to the dynamic change of the development index
of high-tech enterprises, it can be seen that reducing high-tech enterprise income tax
plays a role in promoting the development of high-tech industries. However, it has
not exerted an ideal stimulating effect on the output of high-tech enterprises in the
medium and long term. This shows that the incentive effect of some preferential tax
policies has been significantly weakened, and even hindered the development of high-
tech industry. Therefore, in order to ensure the long-term development of high-tech
industry, China should strengthen the implementation of indirect preferential policies
(e.g., depreciation, investment credit, loss carry forward, expense deduction and tech-
nical reserve system), coordinate the use of direct and indirect preferential policies,
and effectively promote the output growth of high-tech industry. Besides, reducing
high-tech enterprise income tax makes the relative price of high-tech products drop,
which further causes the residents to increase the consumption of high-tech products
and reduce the consumption of low-tech products. In the short term, it can signifi-
cantly promote the upgrading of the consumption structure.

Figure 4. Response to the impacts of income tax reduction for high-tech enterprises.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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4.5. Analysis of the effects of income tax reduction for low-tech enterprises

As displayed in Figure 5, in a short term, reducing low-tech enterprise income tax is
conducive to the improvement of profits and output growth of low-tech enterprises,
which can promote the increase in total consumption and the reverse upgrading of
consumption. However, due to the lack of entry barriers in low-tech industries,
reducing low-tech enterprise income tax intensifies the competition within the indus-
try. In the medium and long term, it will also stimulate enterprises to enhance the
power of independent innovation, improve the level of R&D investment. Finally, low-
tech enterprises have been transformed into high-tech enterprises, so as to realize the
upgrading of consumption and industrial structure

4.6. Analysis of the effects of tax reduction on economic structure

In addition to the above-mentioned analysis of the impacts of tax reduction policies
on major macro variables, this article is concerned about the effects of tax reduction
on economic restructuring. The ‘consumption structure index’ (CSt) and ‘high-tech
industry development index’ (YSt) are constructed in Equations (41) and (42). For
the purpose of comparing the impacts of five tax reduction policies on consumption

Figure 5. Response to the impacts of income tax reduction for low-tech enterprises.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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structure and industrial structure, this article separately plots the responses of the
‘consumption structure index’ and ‘high-tech industry development index’ to various
tax cuts (see Figures 6–7).

As shown in Figure 6, compared with the demand-side tax reduction policies (e.g.,
consumption tax, capital income tax and labour income tax reduction), the supply-side
tax reduction policies (e.g., enterprise income tax reduction) is more effective to adjust
the consumption structure. Under the background of continuous improvement of con-
sumption ability and more rational consumption concept, the effect of demand-side tax
reduction policies (consumption tax, capital tax, and labour tax) on the upgrading of
consumption structure is not significant enough. In fact, the structural imbalance on
the supply side of Chinese economy is more serious, and the burden of enterprise taxes
is also heavy. In short, the structural tax reduction on the supply side can upgrade the
consumption structure, stimulate enterprises to increase spontaneous innovation and
R&D investment, and promote the development of high-tech industry in coordination
with the demand-side structural tax reduction policy. At the same time, it is of great
necessity to make up the ‘quantity gap’ and ‘quality gap’ in the supply of high-end
products so as to boost the upgrading of consumer structure.

Figure 6. Response of the ‘consumption structure index’ to various tax cuts.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.

Figure 7. Response of the ‘high-tech industry development index’ to various tax cuts.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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As shown in Figure 7, the supply-side tax reduction policies have a more obvious
incentive effect on the development of high-tech enterprises than the demand-side
tax reduction ones. In the context of supply-side reform in China, the government
should take a positive supply-side structural tax reduction policy, so as to improve
the efficiency of resource allocation and drive the development of high-tech industry.
At the same time, it is important to coordinate with the demand-side tax reduction
policy. We will promote the transformation of China’s innovation path from ‘learning
by doing and imitating’ to the core technology innovation based on the high-end
human capital, and foster endogenous growth path.

4.7. Sensitivity analysis of the effect of high-tech enterprise income tax
reduction on the elasticity of labour substitution

For investigating the impact of labour substitution elasticity between high-tech and
low-tech enterprises on the corporate income tax reduction effect, this article sets
four values of labour substitution elasticity coefficient and takes the high-tech enter-
prise income tax reduction policy as an example for sensitivity analysis. The response
of the ‘high-tech industry development index’ to high-tech enterprise income tax
reduction is shown in Figure 8. It is obvious that the smaller the elasticity of labour
substitution between high-tech and low-tech enterprises, the greater impact of high-
tech enterprise income tax rate on the development of high-tech industry. Under all
kinds of elasticity of labour substitution, reducing high-tech enterprise income tax
plays a certain role in promoting the development of high-tech industry. If the elasti-
city of labour substitution is lower, the barrier of the labour market of high-tech
enterprises is higher. Owing to the lack of supply of high-tech labour in the short
term, it is impossible to increase the investment of high-tech enterprises caused by
tax reduction policies. Therefore, it will restrain the development of high-tech indus-
try. However, in the medium and long term, when it is 0.2 (i.e., when the techno-
logical level and innovation ability of high-tech enterprises are the strongest), the
enterprise income tax reduction effect of promoting the development of high-tech
industry is obvious. Indeed, the smaller the elasticity of labour substitution, the higher

Figure 8. Response of the ‘high-tech industry development index’ to high-tech enterprise income
tax reduction under different labour substitution elasticities.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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the professional skills of the high-tech enterprises’ labour and the higher the effi-
ciency of resource allocation. Then, it is conductive to promoting the upgrading of
the industrial structure. In addition, reducing high-tech enterprise income tax not
only lowers the R&D risk for enterprises, but also helps enterprises increase R&D
investment and obtain monopoly profits. At the same time, high-tech has the positive
externality of quasi-public goods, which will inevitably promote the industrial devel-
opment of the whole society and guide the upgrading of industrial structure.

The response of the ‘consumption structure index’ to high-tech enterprise income
tax reduction is shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the smaller elasticity of labour
substitution between high-tech and low-tech enterprises, the greater impact of high-
tech enterprise income tax reduction on the upgrading of consumer structure. As a
matter of fact, the lower elasticity of labour substitution, the lower labour substitut-
ability of high-tech industry, and the higher skill barrier in labour market of
high-tech industry. This also means that high-tech enterprises have a high level of
technological progress and innovation ability. As a result, the increase in profits
brought by the tax reduction policy will make enterprises actively reduce the price
mark-up of finished products and expand the market. In this way, it will promote the
higher consumption structure of residents. Meanwhile, the promotion of high-tech
enterprise income tax reduction to the development of high-tech industry has also
boosted the upgrading of consumption structure.

From Figure 1 to Figure 9, we can find that there are differences in the degree and
timeliness of the effects of different tax reduction policies. In addition to the above
dynamic analysis, we also provide cumulative present value multipliers of the ’con-
sumption structure index’ and ‘high-tech industry development index’ for the short-
term (four quarters) and the longer term (twenty quarters) in Appendix 3 to enable
comparability across the figures.

5. Conclusions

In this article, we study the impact of structural tax cuts based on the heterogeneous
NK-DSGE model. Specifically, we analyse the effects of consumption tax, labour

Figure 9. Response of the ‘consumer structure index’ to high-tech enterprise income tax reduction
under different labour substitution elasticities.
Source: all drawn by author, and the data used are obtained by numerical simulation of the model built in the paper
through MATLAB.
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income tax, capital income tax, and income tax for high-tech enterprises and low-
tech enterprises shocks on both aggregate and disaggregate consumption, on invest-
ment, on labour, and on two indexes that we build to measure the structure of house-
hold consumption and the development of high-tech industry. In addition, this article
considers changes in the elasticity of labour substitution between high-tech enter-
prises and low-tech enterprises can influence the effect of cuts in tax (We take the
cuts in income tax for high-tech enterprises as an example for research).

Based on the above, this article draws the following conclusions:

1. Reducing the income tax of high-tech enterprises can significantly promote the
upgrading of consumption structure and the development of high-tech industries
in the short term. In addition, reducing the income tax of low-tech enterprises
can promote the upgrading of consumption structure and the development of
high-tech industries in the medium and long term. However, the reduction of
income tax for low-tech enterprises is negative in the short term. Especially, the
lower the elasticity of labour substitution between high-tech and low-tech enter-
prises, the more effective the income tax reduction policy for high-tech enter-
prises. The income tax relief policy of high-tech enterprises has the greatest
impact on the upgrading of consumption structure and industrial structure when
g ¼ 0:2: In general, income tax reduction for high-tech enterprise and income
tax reduction for low-tech enterprises can promote the upgrading of consump-
tion structure and the development of high-tech industry, despite their different
degrees of influence and effective time.

2. This article finds that cuts in demand-side tax (consumption tax, labour income
tax, and capital income tax) all can promote the upgrading of consumption struc-
ture and the development of high-tech industry in the long run. Among them,
the incentive effect of reducing consumption tax is the most significant. The
effect of supply-side tax reduction plays a greater role in adjusting consumption
structure than demand-side tax reduction. The different effects of supply-side tax
reduction and demand-side tax reduction illustrate that supply of high-tech prod-
ucts is insufficient to meet the needs of residents, which restricts the upgrading
of the consumption structure of Chinese residents.

3. The tax reduction policy of a single tax cannot upgrade the consumption struc-
ture and industrial structure at the same time. To achieve this goal, we need the
collocation and coordination of a variety of tax policies.

According to the conclusion, this article puts forward the policy recommendations
for the Chinese government. China can use more corporate income tax to adjust the
consumption structure and industrial structure effectively. Meanwhile, it needs to be
accompanied by the change of demand-side tax rate. For example, the upgrading of
consumption structure and the development of high-tech industries can be realized
by using different levels of consumption tax and low-tech corporate income tax
reduction policies simultaneously.

However, if considering employment or investment, the Chinese government is
required to consider choosing other combinations policy tools. The Chinese
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government should strengthen education to reduce employment barriers in the labour
market, which is a good way to enhance the policy effect.

Moreover, the model based on this article can also study some deeper problems, as
this model brings heterogeneous consumers and manufacturers into a unified NK-
DSGE model. Further research can be expanded in two perspectives: consumer
behavior and manufacturer decision-making. Possible future research propositions are
presented in Appendix 4.
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by Kydland and Prescott (1982). The New Keynesian DSGE model incorporates the
innovation of RBC theory in methodology and adds more realistic microeconomic
assumptions. For example, researchers introduced price stickiness, monopolistic
competition and other factors into the RBC model (Yun, 1996; Christiano et al., 2005).

2. This hypothesis draws on the experience of Christiano et al. (2005), Celso (2016).
3. Autoregressive Process of Order One is recorded as AR(1). Just like the most relevant

literature, in order to depict the dynamic change of policy for this model, the process of
policy change is set as AR(1). As a result, policy changes create economic fluctuations that
level off over time.
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Appendix 1

This section introduces the more detailed equations of the model and their derivation.
A1.1. Households

The utility of representative families:

U ¼ E0
X1
t¼0

bt
Ct

1�rc

1� rc
� Nt

1þrn

1þ rn

� �
(A.1)

The total of consumption:

Ct ¼ a
1
b1
1 � C1� 1

b1
Ht þ 1� a1ð Þ 1

b1 � C1� 1
b1

Lt

h i b1
b1�1

(A.2)

The total of labour supply:

Nt ¼ N1þg
Ht þ N1þg

Lt

� � 1
1þg

(A.3)

The law of motion of capital:

KHtþ1 ¼ ð1�dHÞKHt þ IHt (A.4)

KLtþ1 ¼ ð1�dLÞKLt þ ILt (A.5)

The household’s budget constraint:

1þ sctð ÞPtCt þ PtðIHt þ ILtÞ þ Btþ1

Rt
¼ Bt þ ðWHtNHt þWLtNLtð 1� snt

� �
þðrHtKHt þ rLtKLtð 1� skt

� � (A.6)

The goal of representative agent is maximizing the lifetime utility U. The Lagrange is given
by:

I ¼ E0
X1
t¼0

bt
Ct

1�rc

1� rc
� Nt

1þrn

1þ rn

� �
�btkt

�
1þ sct
� �

PtCt þ PtðIHt þ ILtÞ þ Btþ1

Rt

�Bt � ðWHtNHt þWLtNLtð 1� snt
� �� ðrHtKHt þ rLtKLtð 1� skt

� �i
(A.7)

We substitute Equation (A.3)–(A.5) into Equation (A.7) to calculate the partial derivative.
First order conditions are given below:
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C�rc
t

Ptð1þ sctÞ
¼ Ng

HtN
rn�g
t

WHtð1� snt Þ
(A.8)

C�rc
t

Ptð1þ sctÞ
¼ Ng

LtN
rn�g
t

WLtð1� snt Þ
(A.9)

C�rc
t

Ptð1þ sctÞ
1
Rt

¼ bEt
C�rc
tþ1

Ptþ1ð1þ sctþ1Þ
(A.10)

C�rc
t

1þ sct
¼ bEt

C�rc
tþ1

Ptþ1ð1þ sctþ1Þ
ðPtþ1ð1�dÞ þ ð1�sktþ1ÞrHtþ1Þ (A.11)

C�rc
t

1þ sct
¼ bEt

C�rc
tþ1

Ptþ1ð1þ sctþ1Þ
ðPtþ1ð1�dÞ þ ð1�sktþ1ÞrLtþ1Þ (A.12)

The household’s total consumption expenditure:

CtPt ¼ CHt � PHt þ CLt � PLt (A.13)

We solve the minimization of consumption expenditure by combining Equations (A.2)
(A.6) and (A.13). The overall price level and residents’ consumption choices can be obtained.

Pt ¼ a1 � P1�b1
Ht þ 1� a1ð Þ � P1�b1

Lt

h i 1
1�b1

(A.14)

CHt ¼ a1 � Ct � PHt
Pt

� 	�b1
(A.15)

CLt ¼ ð1�a1Þ � Ct � PLt
Pt

� 	�b1

(A.16)

A1.2. Firms

This part focuses on the detailed equations of intermediate goods producers.
For high-tech intermediate goods producers
Production function:

YHtðjÞ ¼ AHtK
c1
HtðjÞN1�c1

Ht ðjÞ (A.17)

Production cost:

WHtNHtðjÞ þ rHtKHtðjÞ (A.18)

Using the Lagrangian function to solve the previous problem of high-tech intermediate
goods producers
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l¼ WHtNHtðjÞ þ rHtKHtðjÞ�kHt AHtK
c1
HtðjÞN1�c1

Ht ðjÞ
h i

(A.19)

The first order conditions are:

WHt ¼ kHtð1�c1Þ
YHtðjÞ
NHtðjÞ (A.20)

rHt ¼ kHtc1
YHtðjÞ
KHtðjÞ (A.21)

From Equations (A.20) and (A.21), we arrive at

WHt

rHt
¼ 1�c1

c1

KHtðjÞ
NHtðjÞ (A.22)

We can obtain from Equations (A.17) and (A.22)

NHtðjÞ ¼ 1�c1
c1

rHtKHtðjÞ
WHt

(A.23)

KHtðjÞ ¼ c1
1� c1

WHtNHtðjÞ
rHt

(A.24)

Substituting Equation (A.23) into Equation (A.17), we arrive that

KHtðjÞ ¼ YHtðjÞ
AHt

ð c1
1� c1

WHt

rHt
Þ1�c1 (A.25)

NHtðjÞ ¼ YHtðjÞ
AHt

ð c1
1� c1

WHt

rHt
Þ�c1 (A.26)

For the high-tech intermediate goods producers with pricing power, the price of its product
in period t is determined according to the maximization of its profit subject to Equations
(A.25) and (A.26):

max ð1� sHt ÞPHtðjÞYHtðjÞ � WHtNHtðjÞ � rHtKHtðjÞ

 �

(A.27)

The first order condition can be obtained

kHt ¼ eHt�1
eHt

PHtðjÞð1�sHt Þ (A.28)

Wage and return on capital can be obtained by substituting Equation (A.28) into Equations
(A.20) and (A.21).

WHt

PHt
¼ eH�1

eH
ð1�c1Þð1�sHt Þ

YHt

NHt
(A.29)

rHt
PHt

¼ eH�1
eH

c1ð1�sHt Þ
YHt

KHt
(A.30)
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The price setting process has been described in detail in the article. Then, we continue to
deduce the equation of low-tech intermediate goods producers.

For low-tech intermediate goods producers
Production function:

YLtðjÞ ¼ ALtK
c2
Lt ðjÞN1�c2

Lt ðjÞ (A.31)

Production cost:

WLtNLtðjÞ þ rLtKLtðjÞ (A.32)

Using the Lagrangian function to solve the previous problem of low-tech intermediate
goods producers:

l¼ WLtNLtðjÞ þ rLtKLtðjÞ�kLt ALtK
c2
Lt ðjÞN1�c2

Lt ðjÞ
h i

(A.33)

The first order conditions are:

WLt ¼ kLtð1�c2Þ
YLtðjÞ
NLtðjÞ (A.34)

rLt ¼ kLtc2
YLtðjÞ
KLtðjÞ (A.35)

From Equations (A.34) and (A.35), we arrive at:

WLt

rLt
¼ 1�c2

c2

KLtðjÞ
NLtðjÞ (A.36)

We can obtain from Equations (A.31) and (A.36)

NLtðjÞ ¼ 1�c2
c2

rLtKLtðjÞ
WLt

(A.37)

KLtðjÞ ¼ c2
1� c2

WLtNLtðjÞ
rLt

(A.38)

Substituting Equation (A.37) into Equation (A.31), we arrive that

KLtðjÞ ¼ YLtðjÞ
ALt

ð c2
1� c2

WLt

rLt
Þ1�c2 (A.39)

NLtðjÞ ¼ YLtðjÞ
ALt

ð c2
1� c2

WLt

rLt
Þ�c2 (A.40)

For the low-tech intermediate goods producers with pricing power, the price of its product
in period t is determined according to the maximization of its profit subject to Equations
(A.39) and (A.40):

max ð1� sLt ÞPLtðjÞYLtðjÞ � WLtNLtðjÞ � rLtKLtðjÞ

 �

(A.41)
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The first order condition can be obtained

kLt ¼ eLt�1
eLt

PLtðjÞð1�sLt Þ (A.42)

Wage and return on capital can be obtained by substituting Equation (A.43) into Equations
(A.34) and (A.35).

WLt

PLt
¼ eL�1

eL
ð1�c2Þð1�sLt Þ

YLt

NLt
(A.43)

rLt
PLt

¼ eL�1
eL

c2ð1�sLt Þ
YLt

KLt
(A.44)

A1.3. Government and monetary authority

The budget constraints faced by the government:

st þ Btþ1

Rt
�Bt ¼ PtGt (A.45)

Monetary policy:

~Rt ¼ qR~Rt�1 þ 1� qRð Þ qp~pt þ qy~yt
� �

(A.46)

A1.4. Aggregate resource constraints

Yt ¼ YHt
PHt
Pt

þ YLt
PLt
Pt

þ Gt (A.47)

A1.5. Exogenous processes

There are five exogenous shocks in the model. It is assumed that the logarithm of the
demand-side tax rate (consumption tax, labour income tax, and capital income tax rate) and
the supply-side tax rate (high-tech enterprise income tax, low-tech enterprise income tax) fol-
lows the ARð1Þ3.

log sct ¼ 1� qcð Þ log sc þ qc log s
c
t�1 þ ect, ect�IIDN 0,r2

c

� �
(A.48)

log snt ¼ 1� qnð Þ log sn þ qn log s
n
t�1 þ ent , ent�IIDN 0,r2

n

� �
(A.49)

log skt ¼ 1� qkð Þ log sk þ qk log s
k
t�1 þ ekt , ekt�IIDN 0,r2

k

� �
(A.50)

log sHt ¼ 1� qHð Þ log sH þ qH log sHt�1 þ eHt , eHt�IIDN 0,r2
H

� �
(A.51)

log sLt ¼ 1� qLð Þ log sL þ qL log s
L
t�1 þ eLt , eLt�IIDN 0,r2

L

� �
(A.52)
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ect , ent , ekt , eHt , and eLt are the shock innovations from tax cuts, all being serially uncorrelated
and independent of each other. qc, qn, qk, qH , and qL are the sustainability coefficient of tax policy.

Appendix 2

The parameter calibration values of the DSGE model constructed in this article are shown in
Table 1.

Appendix 3

Multipliers are calculated as in Mountford and Uhlig (2009) with the following formula:

PVt ¼
Xk

j¼0
Pj

i¼0R
�1
tþi

� �
DftþjXk

j¼0
Pj

i¼0R
�1
tþi

� �
Dxtþj

(A.53)

where xt ¼ sc, sn, sk, sH , sLf g, ft ¼ CSt,YStf g:
From Table 2, we can see more clearly the total effect of tax reduction policies on con-

sumption structure and industrial structure in a period of time. If we reduce low-tech

Table 1. The result of parameter calibration.

Parameter Parameter specification
The calibration

value Parameter Parameter specification
The calibration

value

b Discount factor 0.9900 a1 The degree to which families
prefer high-tech products

0.1241

rc Consumption risk aversion
coefficient

2.0000 h Price stickiness 0.7500

rn The reciprocal of the Frisch
elasticity of labour

1.5000 qR Continuity parameter of
interest rate

0.9500

eH Elasticity of substitution
between high-tech
intermediates

5.1200 qp The sensitivity of interest rates
to output

0.7000

eL Elasticity of substitution
between low-tech
intermediates

6.1900 qy Sensitivity of interest rate
to output

0.5000

d Depreciation rate of
private capital

0.02500 scss Consumption tax rate in
steady state

0.0937

g Elasticity of labour substitution
between different sectors

0.3000 snss Labour income tax rate in
steady state

0.0391

b1 Product elasticity of
substitution

0.5000 skss Capital income tax rate in
steady state

0.1771

c1 The capital output elasticity
of high-tech manufacturers

0.6000 sHss High-technology enterprise
income tax rate in
steady state

0.1500

c2 The capital output elasticity
of low-tech firms

0.4000 sLss Low technology enterprise
income tax rate in
steady state

0.2500

Source: author own calculations.

Table 2. Multipliers.
sc sk sn sH sL

CSt YSt CSt YSt CSt YSt CSt YSt CSt YSt
Q4 �0.0028 �0.0019 0.0011 0.0007 0.0025 0.0030 �0.139 �0.115 0.146 0.128
Q20 �0.0013 �0.0009 �0.0006 �0.009 �0.0011 �0.0008 0.086 0.011 �0.028 �0.013

Source: author own calculations.
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enterprise income tax to promote consumption upgrading and the development of high-tech
industry, the short-term adverse effects of the policy must be considered. We can consider
reducing the consumption tax to make up for its short-term adverse effects. Similarly, we
should reduce labour income tax or capital income tax if the high-tech enterprise income tax
reduction policy is adopted. This can make up for the long-term negative effects of the high-
tech enterprise income tax reduction policy.

Appendix 4

From the perspective of consumer behavior, tax cuts will increase consumer income.
Residents’ total consumption and consumption structure will increase in the same way. We
find that structural tax reduction policy can promote the upgrading of consumption structure
and the development of high-tech industries by influencing macroeconomic variables such as
investment and labour. As we all know, the marginal propensity to consume is an important
topic. It is interesting that whether the tax cut will have an impact on the marginal propensity
to consume. If the marginal propensity to consume changes, then the reason is the direct
impact of tax cuts or the indirect impact of changes in the consumption structure. Moreover,
this article pays attention to the changes in the elasticity of labour substitution (The results
can be seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9). However, consumption preference parameter a1 in
Equation (13) reflects the preference of Chinese residents for high-tech products. Different
value of a1 will make cuts in tax have different impacts on residents’ consumption behavior.
And the degree of change in the consumption structure will also be different. Demand-side
tax cuts will increase household consumption. The increase in consumption of high-tech prod-
ucts is smaller than the increase in total consumption when a1 is smaller. We predict that the
positive effect of tax reduction on the upgrading of consumption structure decreases with the
decrease in a1:

From the perspective of corporate decision-making, production function is extremely
important. Capital share of output (c1 and c2) and labour share of output (1-c1 and 1-c2)
determine the manufacturer’s production method. We can focus on the effect of structural tax
reduction policy on investment and labour by changing the value of c1 and c2:This will tell us
the changes in the impact of tax reduction policies on the economic system under different
production methods. Government judges what level of taxation is more beneficial based on its
own business conditions. On the other hand, changes in output will also affect the demand
side. Changing the value of c1 and c2 will affect product prices and effective supply through
the path of output. So, it has an impact on residents’ consumption.
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